Abstract

In P2P distribution mobile networks, QoS of streaming media services are under heavy influence from overheads such as congestion, latency, and interference. The problem is further complicated by the fact that the popularity of media objects changes over time. This paper proposes a new FSMS+ (Fuzzy Similarity-based Multi-level Streaming Scheme) which minimizes performance degradation of streaming services due to overhead. We then utilize fuzzy similarity-based relevance that can dynamically stream the streaming media object with minimum overhead. The simulation result showed that the proposed scheme has better performance in retransmission rate, congestion control rate and latency rate than the other existing methods of distance method, DC (disk caching) method, and prefix method.
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I. Introduction

A lot of multimedia services based on distributed network methods are proposed for streaming multimedia data in P2P distribution mobile networks. Efficient streaming of multimedia data requires functions such as
streaming resources management for continuous flow of media data, channel management for the minimization of average latency time of data for transmission, data storage management for efficient manage of limited storage, and minimization of network bandwidth and access latency. Proxy caching mechanism, which satisfies the listed requirements, is proposed in distributed environment for the streaming of user service oriented static media objects [1],[2],[3],[4].

This mechanism streams media objects continuously without the access of clients to the server by using data blocks in proxy server. For the efficient streaming of multimedia data in distributed environment, however, we should consider the minimization of jitter for service objects, latency time, and transmission hit rate. Segment-based proxy caching scheme, proposed to solve this problem, however, has the problem of streaming delay during classification since media objects are partially cached for streaming [2],[5].

The CDN is one technique to alleviate these problems. CDNs cache partial or entire media objects at proxies deployed close to clients, and thereby reduce network and server load and provide better quality of service to end-clients [6],[7]. CDN method is based on numerous servers in the internet. Thus, streamed packets are supposed to be distributed in the numerous servers and transmitted to neighbor clients through servers. Disk caching method includes cache storing policy and disk cache replacement issues [7]. Prefix caching method is to hide the startup latency, network jitter and perform look ahead smoothing into the client playback buffer [8].

However, existing methods for caching media objects are not appropriate for caching media objects. The main reason is due to the large sizes of typical media objects. Therefore delay problem is inevitable due to the limited resources when many data packets are required at the same time. The P2P-based streaming service method is relatively efficient for multimedia streaming [9],[10]. In P2P-based distribution mobile applications, a client, as a peer, forwards streaming of data packets from the proxy as well as to neighbor clients. A client must help the server by the cooperation with other clients. The performance of the system can be improved by alleviating the burden of the server through the cooperation of clients. In distributed mobile applications, however, peers cannot control data packets adaptively due to limited resources and mobility.

Thus, this paper proposes a new FSMS+(Fuzzy Similarity-based Multi-level Streaming Scheme) for the adaptive streaming of large size multimedia data. The proposed FSMS+ optimizes streaming services by: i) Use of fuzzy relevance metric, ii) Minimization of packet loss due to congestion and conflict, and iii) Minimization of re-streaming due to disconnection and delay. Simulation showed that the proposed FSMS+ has better performance than the other existing methods of distance method, DC method, and prefix method.

II. Related Works

Users with excellent network service environment may enjoy high quality transmission service while users with poor network service environment may not. Thus, most proxy structures perform services with the bit rate unequal to the bandwidth for the streaming of media clip objects. Typical media proxy mechanisms do neither consider the streaming by partitioning segment versions of media objects nor perform services by integrating various versions of media objects. Chang and Chen [1] proposed a mechanism which partitions different versions of objects during the caching. This mechanism is efficient for the segmentation of web objects. For media objects, however, this mechanism has restrictions due to the character of large size. Miao and Ortega [5] proposed selective caching mechanism to improve playback quality. This is a intermediate frame selection mechanism which caches frames according to the transmission rate. This mechanism, however, has the problem that cannot cache frames after the initial
segment directly. Wu et al. [6] proposed a dynamic control video buffer mechanism and transmission scheduling mechanism for flexible playback. Generally in terms of video reference, frames are classified as high usage frames and low usage. This kind of scenario appears mainly internet video such as live news.

Segment-based proxy caching scheme does not cache all segments for streaming but caches only a part. Prefix caching scheme caches segments classified as prefix or suffix and caches segments divided into a fixed size according to the access pattern of a client. These schemes may increase the hit rate owing to the fixed segment size. However, the performance of caching decreases because of disregard of dynamic segments. Pre-fetching scheme minimizes proxy jitter by the pre-fetch of uncached segments. But the pre-fetch of uncached segments leads the increase of network traffic and the waste of storage. In the worst case client sessions may be closed before the access of segments. Network overlay scheme improves QoS by using the relevance of peers in a group and decreases the load of the server by the cooperation with other peers. This scheme has lower reliability than Client-Server Architecture scheme [2] or CDN schem e[4] because of the problems for storage space and network bandwidth due to many peers distributed on the network. In addition to these schemes, Zhu et al proposed caching by using video staging which caches frame larger than the critical value [7]. This scheme improves the performance of caching by reducing the bandwidth. But the hit rate of the scheme decreases when the number of frame increases or profile information is not provided. The caching scheme by using congestion control mechanism[3],[10],[12] pre-fetches uncached layer media frames. The scheme analyzes whether there exist frames to be cached and applies pre-fetching window for cached frames.

III. The proposed FSMS+ mechanism

In P2P distribution mobile networks, streaming media services are under heavy influence from overheads such as congestion, latency, and jitter. This section describes the FSMS+ for an efficient streaming service. The proposed FSMS+ measures the relevance using fuzzy similarity $\mu$ [11].

3-1 Multi-level Streaming Structure

In the proposed method stream objects are stored into buckets during the initial streaming stage for adaptive multi-level streaming. The burst of packets, data size and time stamp are very important factors to determine the relevance metric in the proposed method. Let $[ts, te]$ to denote the timestamp interval ts for multi-level adaptive streaming. ts, and te are the start time and the end time of the time interval, respectively. At first L-0 level is composed of bursts and the burst block Bh is formed for streaming.

The next upper level L-1 is composed of stream pairs with higher relevance metric and lower cost determined by average relevance cost of stream pairs. This process continues iteratively until the end of time stamp or $ts^f$. Figure 1 shows the multi-level stream structure with L=4, Bh=8, and ts=8.

In Fig. 1, L-0 is the initial level and L-1, L-2, and L-3 represent level-1, level-2, and level-3, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>L-0</th>
<th>L-1</th>
<th>L-2</th>
<th>L-3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(stream, 0.36)</td>
<td>Relevant (stream, $\mu$)</td>
<td>Relevant (stream, $\mu$)</td>
<td>Relevant (stream, $\mu$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>($t_0$, $t_4$)</td>
<td>($t_0$, $t_7$)</td>
<td>($t_0$, $t_7$)</td>
<td>($t_0$, $t_7$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(stream, 0.45)</td>
<td>Relevant (stream, $\mu$)</td>
<td>Relevant (stream, $\mu$)</td>
<td>Relevant (stream, $\mu$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>($t_0$, $t_3$)</td>
<td>($t_0$, $t_4$)</td>
<td>($t_0$, $t_4$)</td>
<td>($t_0$, $t_4$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(stream, 0.33)</td>
<td>Relevant (stream, $\mu$)</td>
<td>Relevant (stream, $\mu$)</td>
<td>Relevant (stream, $\mu$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>($t_2$, $t_3$)</td>
<td>($t_2$, $t_3$)</td>
<td>($t_2$, $t_3$)</td>
<td>($t_2$, $t_3$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(stream, 0.72)</td>
<td>Relevant (stream, $\mu$)</td>
<td>Relevant (stream, $\mu$)</td>
<td>Relevant (stream, $\mu$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>($t_0$, $t_8$)</td>
<td>($t_0$, $t_8$)</td>
<td>($t_0$, $t_8$)</td>
<td>($t_0$, $t_8$)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

그림 1. 멀티레벨 스트리밍 구조

Fig. 1. Multi-level Stream Structure

Each level maintains the fuzzy similarity value $\mu$ of
the latest level stream. If level $L-k$ has an input of new streams, then the fuzzy similarity value of $L-k$ generates the new level $L-(k+1)$ by using the similarity parameter $\mu$ and updates the end time of $L-(k+1)$ or $t_{e}^{K+1}$.

3–2 Stream Relevance Measurement

The calculation of relevance metric to find best-fit streams starts in stream buckets by using the fuzzy similarity value $\mu$ for each stream. The relevance metric proposed in this paper is to reduce the overhead due to congestion and conflict found in some routings and clients in distribution mobile environment and to minimize re-streaming due to disconnection and delay [2],[8],[9]. For the measurement of relevance metric the search to the upper/lower levels is performed by the query in stream bucket structure. Stream objects which are satisfied the fuzzy similarity conditions is eligible for the upper level, has a small number of burst operations, and generates less packet loss due to congestion and delay. Contrary to this case the lower layer streams, especially $L-0$ streams, are those without fuzzy similarity test and thus requires a lot of burst operations and may suffer bandwidth limitation and delay. In order to reduce this kind of problem, the lower level streams should be described in more detail than the upper layer streams. Existing streaming methods, however, do not describe so detail as to reduce packet loss and re-streaming due to congestion and delay. The proposed method tests relevance metrics of streams to minimize packet loss and re-streaming at each level. Relevance check ensures stable streaming and improved performance. Relevance is checked as the following.

Definition 1 In order to measure the relevance of stream sj in stream bucket SBi at each level, the relevance of j-th stream object is defined as the following.

The relevance of stream object $s_j$ in stream bucket SBi is $\{(sa(L1) | \mu_1 \), (sa(L2) | \mu_2 \), ... , (sa(Lj) | \mu_j \}$, where Lj is the j-th stream level at level L.

After the relevance check for each stream object at each level, cost for the relevance is measured. The total cost for stream objects at level L is determined by the cost for each stream object and given as the following.

Definition 2 Relevance cost for the stream object searched in SBi at level L is

$$SR_{costSBi}(s_i) = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} \omega_i CostSBi(s_i)}{N}$$

where N is the number of searched stream objects and $\omega_i$ is the weight for the stream object $s_i$.

Relevance cost for a stream object is a parameter for the improvement of performance. The smaller relevance cost shows the better performance. Relevance metric is measured for stream pairs as another similarity metric. The similarity metric $SR(x)$ between two substream pair of stream1 and stream2 in a stream bucket at level L is defined as the following.

Definition 3 The similarity of two sub-streams, stream object1 and stream object2, of a stream bucket at level L is

$$SR(x) = \sum_{k} (|streamobject_{2k} - streamobject_{2k-1}|)^{2} \times \mu \times \alpha \times |L_n|$$

where $\mu$ is the similarity between streams, $\alpha$ is the weight for the similarity, and $L_n$ is the number of stream pairs used in the measurement of burst time and data size.

After the measurement of relevance cost and
similarity at each level, relevance is tested for stream object pairs satisfying conditions. The stream object with best-fit similarity $\mu$ is selected as the most appropriate stream object. The relevance metric $HRL(x)$, used to select the most appropriate stream object pair, is defined as the following.

Definition 4 The relevance metric to select the most appropriate stream object pair at level $L$ is

$$HRL(x) = \max \{ \text{pairs}(\text{stream object}_1, \mu), (\text{stream object}_2, \mu) \}$$

Thus the measurement of relevance metric helps to improve the performance of streaming.

3-3 FAS

FAS (fuzzy average similarity) represents the order of similarity between stream objects. The order of stream object is determined by the similarity measurement. This method is used to determine whether a stream object relates with the other stream objects and to solve the problem of similarity duplication. For the stream bucket $SB_i$ and any stream object $s_j$ in $SB_i$, let $K$ denote the set of all child node of $SB_i$ and $N$ denote the number for stream objects in $SB_i$. Then FAS for $SB_i$ of stream objects is defined by the following Eq. (1).

$$FAS = \sum_{s_j \in \text{child of parent } SB_i} \left\{ \frac{SB_i(s_j)}{N} \right\} \geq \mu - \text{cut}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)$$

As an example, let's assume that stream objects in the stream bucket depicts as Figure 2. Then $SB_2$ is $s_{21}$, $s_{22}$, and $s_{23}$ and $SB_3$ is $s_{31}$, $s_{32}$, $s_{33}$, and $s_{34}$. Therefore FAS is 0.64 for $SB_2$ and 0.69 for $SB_3$ by "Eq. (1)".

3-4 Streaming Strategy

Best-fit strategy of streaming is the process to search the best-fit similarity of stream objects. Stream objects which are decided the best-fit similarity has higher priority and enters into the upper level. Stream objects entered into the upper level is less sensitive to the distortion of encoding rate and decoding rate. However, due to burst time and large data size, there exists distortion of encoding rate and decoding rate for the low level stream object whose level is not undetermined. This paper measures best-fit relevance to solve this problem. At each level the maximum fuzzy relevance between stream objects, $F_{\text{best-fit-rel}}$, is determined as the following Eq. (2).

$$F_{\text{best-fit-rel}} = \max \left\{ \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{m} \frac{1}{1 + (SB_i - SB_j) \times \mu} + SR(x) \right\}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)$$

where $SB_i$ and $SB_j$ is the $i$-th stream bucket and the $j$-th stream bucket, respectively.

Multi-level stream structure decides whether to try to enter into the upper level by comparing with the predetermined threshold after the determination of best-fit fuzzy similarity. In order to adjust the relevance in the multi-level stream structure, threshold $\mu$ is classified as 3 groups of large burst for $\mu \leq 0.5$, middle burst for $0.6 \leq \mu \leq 0.7$, and short burst for $\mu \geq 0.8$. Fuzzy similarity is measured only if similarity is not less than the threshold value. After this procedure multi-level stream structure reallocates levels according to the updated fuzzy similarity. The updated multi-level stream structure manages streaming stably by classifying streams into congestion and uncongestion. This reduces
overhead due to disconnection and retransmission by reducing packet loss. Without best-fit similarity decision in buckets, however, there occurs packet loss due to start delay and congestion. The stream object, whose relevance is finally determined, is cached first in the proxy due to short burst time and higher priority. The next caching is performed for the stream object with best-fit similarity. The proxy continues streaming for stream objects only if the similarity is greater than the threshold. The reason for this is to reduce overhead for objects with similarities less than or equal to the threshold. After the caching of objects with similarity greater than threshold, the proxy searches the stream list in order of similarity.

The following procedure, SLbest-fit-rel, shows the way to determine the stream list with maximum relevance.

Procedure SLbest-fit-rel

\[ SB = \{s_1, s_2, ..., s_n\} \]

//Stream objects in buckets
//Decision of fuzzy relevance for streams
StreamObjectListIndex = 0

//Initialization for empty stream list for every stream object in buckets
if \((StreamListIndex \geq \sum_{i=1}^n |SB_i| \geq \mu - cut) \}

\[ F_{\text{best-fit-rel}} = \max \left( \frac{1}{\sum_{i,j=1}^n \frac{1}{1 + (SB_i - SB_j) \times \mu + SR(x)}} \right) \]

\[ SL_{\text{best-fit-rel}} = \]

=GetStreamObjectDataSet(StreamObjectList[StreamObjectListIndex]);

//Generation of list for stream objects satisfying best-fit fuzzy similarity
(GetStreamObjectDataSet(StreamObjectList[StreamObjectListIndex]), StreamObjectListIndex+1);

//Call the next stream object to measure best-fit fuzzy similarity

else if \((StreamListIndex < \sum_{i=1}^n |SB_i| \geq \mu - cut) \}

then

//Control of best-fit fuzzy similarity for stream

objects

\[ \text{Threshold} = \sum_{i=1}^{|SB|} \geq \mu - cut \]

//Decision of level according to the threshold
else \{ SL_{\text{best-fit-rel}} \cap \sum_{i=1}^{|SB|} \neq 0 \}

//Decide whether to continue or stop the measurement of best-fit fuzzy similarity for stream objects

\[ \sum_{i=1}^{|SB|} \leq 0.5 - cut \]

//Stop the search of \( F_{\text{best-fit-rel}} \)

IV. Simulation results

To evaluate the proposed FSMS++, we utilized event-driven simulation. This paper utilize the parameters of table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of stream object</td>
<td>1500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stream object size</td>
<td>100MB-200MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encoding rate</td>
<td>1.5MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decoding rate</td>
<td>1.5MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Request distribution</td>
<td>( \theta = 0.67 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuzzy similarity</td>
<td>( \mu \geq 0.8 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packet size</td>
<td>512Kbyte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth</td>
<td>10/100Mbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( L_\sigma )</td>
<td>750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t_c )</td>
<td>[1, 20s]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>( \alpha \geq 0.5 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max caching nodes</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The weighting factor is determined by the similarity. The simulation is performed for the proposed FSMS++, distance-based method, D/C method, and prefix caching method. In the proposed method best multi-level stream structure is assumed since the initial L-0 influences heavily on the performance of the multi-stream structure. \( S_{\text{number}} = CB(\text{Cache Block}) \) is used to denote the size and the number of the caching blocks in the simulation. Simulation is performed 5 times for five packet objects sized 300, 700, 1000, 1200, and 1500. After the
simulation, the relevance is analyzed considering stream level, the size of caching block (CB), and the size of packet data. The simulation is performed according to the proposed FSMS+ metric. Simulation scenarios are as the following.

- Simulation scenario 1: Simulation is performed with 1,500 packet data to find the packet retransmission rate for the proposed FSMS+ and random, distance, D/C, and prefix. Random is the method without the use of relevance metric.
- Simulation scenario 2: Simulation is performed to find the congestion control rate and the latency rate for the multi-level stream structure with the similarity weight $\mu$ of 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, and 0.9.

Figure 3, figure 4 and figure 5 show simulation results for scenarios 1 and 2. As shown in figure 4 and, the proposed method showed improvement of 20% in congestion control rate and 10% in latency rate compared with prefix method which is one of the best existing method. Thus, it is shown that the proposed FSMS+ performs streaming adaptively and stably. Therefore the simulation shows that the proposed method performs congestion control more stably and reduces packet loss more than the other existing methods.

V. Conclusion

This paper proposed a new FSMS+, to improve the performance of streaming in the P2P distribution mobile networks. The proposed method is capable of multi-level streaming service by the use of fuzzy similarity $\mu$. For the improvement of streaming performance, next higher levels are organized successively to construct a multi-level stream structure by using the relevance metric after the loading of initial stream buckets. An best-fit stream is searched after the selection of pairs selected using the calculated cost and relevance metric by the fuzzy similarity $\mu$. The searched best-fit stream object is selected for streaming. The NS-2 simulator is
used for the simulation. The simulation result showed that the proposed method has better performance of 20% for congestion control rate and 10% latency rate than the other existing methods.
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